Enedis
Innovate to serve our customers and to tackle local energy challenges

L’Espace Grenelle

Contact
+33 (0)1 43 19 88 88
espace-grenelle@enedis.fr

Access map
127 ter boulevard de Grenelle - 75015 Paris

Subway station La Motte-Picquet Grenelle

Bus station La Motte-Picquet Grenelle or Cambronne

1 - Cambronne car park
26 villa Croix Nivert - 75015 Paris
2 - Commerce car park
104 rue du Théâtre - 75015 Paris
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Design by: Rougecactus.fr
L'Espace Grenelle, the reference showcase on the electric distribution network’s future:

- receiving a diversified audience: institutional and business partners, customers, students...
- showing customers the new advantages offered by the Linky smart meter: following of the consumption, management of the devices, charging of the electric vehicle...
- presenting concretely how Enedis contributes to the energy transition (renewable energy, electric vehicle, demand response for peak-shifting...)
- illustrating innovation capacities of the french industrial sector (SMEs SMIs, big companies, universities, research centers...)
- opening to other visits and experimentation centers (Nice, Lyon...)